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Introduction
1.1 The six blind people

Six blind people stood around an elephant and tried to decide what it was. One
man held the elephant’s trunk and decided that it was a long piece of flexible pipe. His friend, who stood at the side of the elephant, argued that it was
undoubtedly a wall. A third man holding the elephant’s tail decided it was a
piece of rope. The fourth, who felt the rush of air created by the flapping of the
elephant’s ears, believed he stood near a fan. The fifth, who touched one of the
elephant’s tusks, decided that it was a pointed stick. And the last, who felt one
of the elephant’s legs, believed that he felt the trunk of a tree. The result was
that the six friends stood around the elephant and argued.
This Indian fable1 can apply to how different people view an organisation.
Organisations are complex and dynamic systems involving many people,
expectations and activities. It is difficult, and even impossible, to get a deep
enough insight in every aspect of an organisation.
1

John Godfrey Saxe (1816-1887)
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Different people can view the same organisation very differently, depending
on what each of them is dealing with. In order to understand an organisation,
we need to simplify the organisation’s complexity into a practical model that
fits our context. We also need to “tune in” and find a common language that
enables us to talk together and understand one another.
Throughout the years many tools have been developed to understand,
strengthen and to develop organisations. There are also several models or
frameworks that can be used to assess an organisation. The choice of which
framework or combination of frameworks to use depends on the nature of
the organisation, the purpose of the assessment and the context in which the
organisation operates. An organisation should choose a framework that reflect
its own management beliefs and culture, to ensure that it fully engages in the
process and truly benefits from the assessment.

1.2 Purpose
Competence and capacity development is important for any organisation
working within development. This area is also a high priority for Digni. Do the
member or partner organisations have the competence and capacity needed to
do the work it is undertaking? Is the leadership developing a culture typified
by involvement, empowerment and learning? Do the organisations contribute
to strengthening the civil society that they are part of? What are the reasons
for the organisations’ successes and challenges? How can we learn from the
experiences gained along the road, and how can we improve our way of working accordingly? These are some of the questions we’ve asked ourselves over
the years. We believe that the extent to which an organisation achieve its goals
depends on how it develops its competence and capacity. An overview of the
strengths and weaknesses of an organisation will help in identifying the competence and capacity the organisation needs to develop.
The purpose of this handbook is to present a tool for organisational assessment
(OA) in order to enable organisations to assess their competence and
capacity to implement quality development work at any given time. It is our
wish that this tool will help organisations identify their strengths and weaknesses. We also want organisations to be able to identify their uniqueness,
clarify their vision and plans, and then to implement their plans to achieve
positive results, and to take greater ownership for their future. Although this
handbook is primarily designed for Digni members and their partners, it can
be shared with any organisation that finds it useful.

Norwegian
tax payers
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1.3 Background
Digni, formerly Norwegian Missions in Development (BN), is an umbrella
organisation for twenty Christian Norwegian mission organisations and
churches working with development activities in the global South. Normally a
Norwegian member organisation collaborates with a local partner who carries
out one or several projects. Digni receives funds from the Norwegian Government through the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad).
Norad is a directorate under the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA).
The funds that Digni received from Norad in 2018 supported about 100
projects in 36 countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa.
Digni has been focusing on organisational development for many years. In
1995, Miriam Bergh wrote the handbook “Caring, sharing, daring” that dealt
with the handing over processes of development projects. Stein-Erik Kruse
followed up with a resource book on organisational assessment, “How to assess
NGO capacity”, in 1999. From 2003 to 2006 Digni was running an organisational development program with three members and six partners. Jørn
Lemvik documented the process and the results of the program in two books in
2006, “Enabling organisations. Stories and tools” and “Enabling organisations.
Supporting Articles”. Some years later Dr. Rick James was involved in Digni’s
activities linked to competence building within the fields of organisation and
leadership. In 2012 he wrote the book “Inspiring Change”2 which focuses on
organisation and change.
In Digni’s new strategy for 2018 – 2022, the focus on strengthening civil society
has been sharpened. Competence and capacity development in organisations is
part of that engagement. Digni wants to therefore update its tools to meet the
current context and demands both nationally and internationally.

2

Partner

Updated and available in English, French and Spanish.

Project
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community

The Digni chain is supporting
nearly 110 projects in 36 countries. We receive funding from
the Norwegian government
and channalize the money out
through our 20 member organisations and their partners.
Illustration: Frode Bo Helland
and Thor Johannes Wang
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1.4 Digni’s context
Churches and mission organisations have taken social responsibility seriously,
and for centuries have done a tremendous work in the areas of health, education, agriculture. For more than a hundred years, the churches were among the
very few actors on the development arena. In the 1960s, many of the western
countries established development agencies such as Norad. That made it
possible for the organisations doing development work to apply for funding
from their government.

10%

live on less than
1,90 USD a day

46%

live on less than
5,5 USD a day

The world’s local populations hold an unfair distribution of goods and services.
According to the World Bank report “Piecing together the Poverty Puzzle”
(2018), in 2015 one out of ten people, equating to 736 million people, survived
on less than 1.90 USD a day. Challenges follow those with little money. It is said
that the biggest crime is to be poor. For an extremely poor person there are no
education opportunities, health services or social welfare system, with little
prospect for protection under a judicial system.
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The United Nations (UN) developed its Millennium goals to come to terms
with the injustices of the world. Much progress was made during the past 15
years of the Millennium goals. Extreme poverty was reduced by half, education
was offered to many children, with many more girls represented among these
children. But there is still a long way to go. Because of this, new development
goals were adopted in 2015, referred to as the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG). These goals are different than their predecessors. They do not apply
only to the so-called development countries. They apply to all countries, and
they are ambitious. Before 2030 extreme poverty is to be done away with. The
17 SDGs are to ensure that the situation for girls and women will be radically
changed for the better. There are also goals for such areas as the advancement
of peace, the environment and cooperation. The SDGs will also ensure that
we take care of our globe. In short, the SDGs will ensure that every person on
earth will be given the opportunity of living a dignified life where rights are
respected - and where everyone has the opportunity to contribute.

It is in this context that Digni, our member organisations and their partners
operate. Funding and a number of guidelines come from Norad. Organisations
that receive funds are held accountable by having to document and report their
results. This assessment tool has been developed to help the organisations
assess their functioning and their result deliveries.

The work of Digni is concentrated around six Sustainable Development Goals while working
within five thematic areas: Economic Empowerment, Quality Education, Good Health, Environmental Sustainanbility and Peaceful Coexistence. We achieve these by working with the civil
society in strategic partnerships.
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1.5 Booklet Outline
This booklet contains four chapters and three appendices.
Chapter 1 presents the background of this booklet and the context in which
Digni, our member organisations and their partners operate nationally and
internationally.
Chapter 2 elaborates in consise terms the reason for conducting an organisational assessment, who it is conducted for and who should facilitate the
process. This chapter also presents Digni’s way of simplifying the complex
concept of an organisation.
Chapter 3 gives a theoretical background of the assessment tool used in this
booklet.
Chapter 4 presents suggestions on how an organisational assessment can be
carried out in practice. The chapter includes a step-by-step elaboration on how
to prepare, conduct and follow up the assessment.
The Appendicis contain the practical tools themselves. Appendix 1 Individual
self-assessment form contains a range of questions that each participant is
asked to fill in as a preparation for group discussions and reflections. Appendix
2 contains sets of statements that groups of 4 or 5 persons are asked to
discuss. Appendix 3 gives an overview of the elements of the version of the
ability model used in this booklet.
The booklet ends with short explanations of technical expressions used in the
text and suggestions for further reading.
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Organisational
Assessment (OA)
Many tools for organisational assessments have been developed over the years.
None of the models is perfect, but some are useful. We have tried to find a
model and identify some core elements that we think are crucial for an organisation in our context in 2018. We ended up with a slightly modified version of
the one that we used in the booklet “How to assess organisational capacity”3.
Before digging deeper into which elements we find important for an organisation, we want to present why we conduct an organisational assessment, for
whom, and who should conduct it. We also want to share some words about
the limitations of this tool.

2.1 Why an Organisational Assessment?
Organisations always try to adapt, survive, deliver results and influence. They
are not always successful, however. Digni believes that well-organised, strong
and trustworthy organisations deliver good results, and thereby have greater
impact on health, environment, education and livelihoods of their target communities. Organisations can conduct an organisational assessment to reveal
where they are at any given point in time, and thereby find out what they can
or should change to improve the result of their interventions. The good
results and impact of the organisations depends on how well they develop their
competence and capacity. Looking at how the organisation is functioning and
performing, and assessing the difference between a desired situation and reality
are important conditions for change and improvement. As we see it, there are
two main purposes for conducting an OA such as this:
1) For the organisation’s own learning and change as a precursor to some
form of capacity development initiative
2) For the donor to decide on whether or not the organisation in question
is strong enough to receive/manage financial support.

The model is based on the model in Digni’s former publications, “How to assess NGO capacity”
by Stein-Erik Kruse (1999), and “Enabling organizations” (2006). The model was initially developed by Alan Fowler with Liz Moody and Rick James as a tool for “Participatory Self-Assessment
of NGO Capacity” for Intrac, UK, in 1995.
3
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Each purpose needs different tools and approaches. Purpose 1 should preferably be an externally facilitated self-assessment, so that the organisation owns
the outcome. Purpose 2 is an external assessment and it is for the donor.
This tool will be most effective as a self-assessment process for purpose 1. But
it can also be used to appraise an organisation to work out whether or not to
fund.

2.2 Who is the OA for?
An organisational assessment should be carried out by the organisation
itself. Having identified its weaknesses, strengths, opportunities and barriers, it
would be easier for the organisation to find out which areas it should improve
in order to deliver better results.

Organisation A

Organisation B

An organisational assessment might also be undertaken as part of a preparation for a cooperation that two organisations mutually agree on, provided that
both organisations participate in the assessment, otherwise the cooperation
would appear imbalanced. Greater organisational cooperation is required for
better understanding of each other’s organisational performance before an
agreement is signed.
Many organisations receive support from other organisations in terms of
human, financial or material resources. This is mostly the case in the development context. In its agreement with Norad, Digni has confirmed that its
member organisations and their partners have adequate organisational systems
and procedures in place. Therefore, Digni has a responsibility to ensure that
what was agreed on is true. Consequently, Digni may also conduct or ask for an
organisational assessment of its member organisations or their partners.
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2.3 Who conducts the OA?
This tool is participatory and can be used by any organisation, creating a space
for assessing, sharing and learning, and making judgments about how well the
organisation is performing.
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An organisational assessment can be carried out by the organisation
itself (a self-assessment). In this case, it should be initiated, planned,
undertaken and followed up by the organisation itself.
When Digni conducts or asks for an organisational assessment, it
always involves an external facilitator. This person can be one of
Digni’s own staff, a resource person from a member organisation or
a partner, or an external and independent consultant. It is important that the process of initiation of the organisational assessment is
done in such a way that the local organisation owns the process.
The further presentation of the organisational assessment tool assumes an
external facilitator.

2.4 Limitations
There are several organisational assessment tools available. Many of them cover
the same core competencies of vision, leadership, governance, strategy, systems,
structures, staffing, resources and networks. Organisations are complex and are
constantly changing due to fluctuating situations, both internally and externally. Tools, like all models, are needed to simplify complex realities. No tool is
adequate in giving an accurate picture of all aspects of an organisation. Therefore, when conducting an organisational assessment, it is wise to acknowledge
that the picture gained is a limited part of a bigger picture. Concerning stand-
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ardised organisational assessment tools for organisations, it is an unavoidable
challenge to develop a tool that completely fits the local context.
Facilitators should therefore always tailor the tool to every assignment, purpose, organisation and culture. It is also important to be aware that even the
best tool cannot replace the importance of a good facilitator.

2.5 Some words on organisations
The word “organisation” is derived from the Greek word organon, which means
“organ”, “instrument” or “tool”. An organ is a tool for a purpose, and the same is
true for an organisation. An organisation is a tool for one or several purposes.
In the English language, the word “organisation” is linked to the verb “organise”,
referring to the action of systematising matters or putting matters in a certain
order.
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An organisation is normally set up to perform a task or to achieve a goal.
Somebody had a vision, wanted to do something special and then gathered
some people to work on it together. It is easy to handle an organisation when it
is small, but organisations tend to grow and become more complex.
Some authors in this field have used the metaphor of a machine, while
others have used the image of an organism or the brain to describe the ways of
structuring the work of an organisation. There are also those who emphasise
that organisations are cultural or political systems. In recent years some authors
have focused on organisations as systems of change and flux, or as instrument
of domination. Digni views organisations as open systems that need careful
management in order to satisfy and balance internal needs. At the same time,
organisations also need to adapt to environmental circumstances. If they do
not adapt they became irrelevant and die.
These different images indicate that an organisation can be analysed from many
different angles, much like the elephant story at the beginning of this booklet.
Some important keywords are mission and values, structures and routines,
leadership and cultures. Structures and systems are important, but individual
people are the ones who carry the vision, live by values, and use structures and
systems that bring change.
14
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The purpose of this booklet is not to present an in-depth overview of different organisational metaphors. The aim is rather to present some organisational
core elements that we find essential for a well-functioning organisation. These
core elements will then form the basis of the assessment tool.
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The ability model
We need a theoretical framework when working with organisations. In this
chapter we look at the core elements that are essential for organisations working in development. We call it the ability model, and it forms the basis for the
assessment tool.
The ability model takes as a point of departure that an organisation needs four
core abilities to function effectively and to reach its goals. These abilities are an
ability to be, an ability to organise, an ability to relate, and an ability to do.
In addition, Digni has added three cross-cutting elements to the basic model.
These are leadership, communication and public relations, and learning.
We also consider trust as a binding factor of all the elements mentioned earlier.
We also believe that trust and accountability go hand in hand, and that they
complement each other. Therefore, we’ve added trust and accountability in the
center of the model.
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3.1 The four abilities
Ability to be
Ability
to be

The ability to be concerns “why we exist”, “who we are”,
“where we want to go” and “how we will reach that
point” as an organisation. In other words, it reflects the
identity of the organisation that communicates important purposes, the vision, the values that the organisation wants to build its work on, and the strategy needed to achieve the goals.
This ability also includes the governance system that directs and manages the
organisation. Governance bodies, like the General Assembly and the Board,
ensure that the interests of the people the organisation serves are always at the
center of the organisation’s thinking and work. They also ensure the organisation’s success by providing clear strategic direction and active leadership of the
organisation. In addition, they ensure that the necessary financial and human
resources are in place for the organisation to meet their goals.
The recruitment procedures of a top leader and the criteria for the selection
reflect the values of the organisation. Clear responsibility delegation between
the Board and the daily leadership is also crucial for the well-functioning of the
organisation. The topic of leadership will be further developed under the crosscutting issues.

Ability to organise
Ability
to organise

While the ability to be is about “who we are”, the ability
to organise deals with “how we structure our work”. A
strong and clear identity is a necessary condition for a
well-functioning organisation. But that is not sufficient
for an organisation that wants to make an impact on
society. An organisation must have capable staff that are willing to work, and
financial and material support to start or continue the activities.
The organisation also needs to delegate the work and the responsibilities
among the staff and then organise its work accordingly. In addition, the organisation should establish good systems and procedures that can serve as tools to
help leaders, managers and staff to facilitate the work and to move in the right
direction. The organisational structure is often the core element of the systems.
It can be considered the skeleton that supports the organisation and gives it
shape. Just as each bone in a skeleton has a function, so does each branch and
level of the organisational structure.
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Ability to relate
Ability
to relate

The ability to relate focuses on “who we relate to”, both
internally and externally. The core issue here is the
organisation’s ability to respond to the requirements and
expectations of both the staff members and the external
environment.

Internally, the leader and the staff members have a range of expectations for
one another. Some expectations are formal and are expressed verbally or in
writing, while others are not. To reduce assumptions and misunderstandings, it
is important to clarify these expectations.
The ability of an organisation to adapt to changes in its external environment
is the key to its long-term success. Therefore, the organisation must keep itself
updated on the changes in its context and the needs and, at times to the
increased competence and capacity of the people it serves. In our context, the
“external environment” we should relate to is often the government, the
political environment, the people we serve, funding bodies, mass media, other
organisations etc.

Ability to do
Ability
to do

The ability to do refers to “what we achieve” and “the
results we deliver”. This indicates whether the organisation can deliver on its goals and to which extent what
these goals are relevant and valued by the people they
serve. The ability to do is measured through an assessment of actual delivery, relevance, efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability.
With “relevance”, we mean how efficient the result of the project is expected to
be when considering a given goal (do things right). The relevance of a project or an action always has to be related to some goal. That goal is most often
the improvement of the living conditions of individuals, families, communities, and society. While “efficiency” refers to the ability to do the activities in
a cost-effective way, “effectiveness” is about the ability to achieve agreed goals
and objectives (doing right things). With “sustainability”, we mean activities
or processes that will continue to function over time, without the organisation
that runs them being dependent upon external financial or material support.

18

3.2 The three cross-cutting issues
Leadership

The first cross-cutting issue is leadership. The way leadership is carried out in
an organisation matters a lot. First and foremost, the leader is there to lead that is, to make sure the organisation reaches the goals set for it, that human
resources are being used optimally, that financial resources are used constructively, and that the organisation is a nice place to work. These issues are all
interlinked. If the organisational culture is not good, then the people working
in the organisation will not be able to do a good job. The results are also not as
good as they could be.
It was often the case that leaders of churches, church based organisations and
other organisations were never trained in leadership; ledership was never part
of their theological or their professional training. But it makes all the difference to have a good leader. Leadership requires competence in many different
fields: how to handle personnel; how to deal with financial issues; how to set
goals; how to motivate and organise to reach these goals; how to make sure that
systems and routines are adequate, etc. This takes knowledge. Just as important
is the character and integrity of the leader. What values does she/he transmit
through her/his leadership? Is it possible to give feedback, is the leader open
to input and learning, and is the leader able to admit mistakes and to ask for
forgiveness?
Leadership matters, and in any organisational assessment it is important to
have a close look at how leadership is performed and functions in the organisation.

19

Communication and public relations

Good communication is important for an organisation both internally and
externally. Internally, it is a prerequisite for the basic functions of the organisation for planning, organising, leading, monitoring and cooperating. Communication helps the leaders and the staff members do their jobs and responsibilities
and to achieve the organisation’s goals. Do we have the necessary means of
communication? Do we communicate consistent stories? Is our communication with our partners managed well? How accessible is our information related
to the work? Is new information easily understood by the target group?
Externally, good communication with the people we serve, external partners,
government bodies, and the society in general is crucial for the survival of the
organisation. How well are we connected to the individuals or groups we serve?
How well do we partner and align with others in mutually beneficial ways?
How does our communication with the external environment affect our
accountability and reputation? How well are we connected with the right
policymakers, regulatory bodies, and other individuals who can help us to
advance our objectives? Do we use media effectively? These are questions that
should be answered, also.

20
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Continuous learning is important for an organisation to survive, in a constantly
changing environment. A learning culture within an organisation allows staff
members at all levels to learn to express ideas, to contribute to improve their
own work environment and to take responsibility for their own work situation
and achievements. A learning organisation acknowledges the internal resources
and personal potential of its staff.
There are at least two types of learning. Type one learning deals with learning that is linked to specific activities: How can I do the activities in a better
way? How can I improve functioning? Are we doing it right? Type two learning relates to a higher level and questions if the activity in question is the right
activity to do in first place: Are we doing the right things?
Learning within an organisation happens both at the individual and at the
organisational level. Learning has to do with aspects related to knowledge,
skills, attitudes and understanding. However, by communicating, individuals
can share ideas, insight, competence, experience and learning. If a team or an
organisation wants to learn, the insight and knowledge of the individual need
to be made available to others. This can be done through lecturing, discussions
and writing. As people are different, it may be easier for some persons to share
their knowledge and experiences than for others. Therefore, it is wise to take
into consideration that the organisation should find ways to enable everyone to
express themselves, according to various preferences.
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There are many preconditions for learning, both at the individual and at the
organisational levels. We will mention just a few of these preconditions that are
relevant for the scope of this booklet.
Unlearning dysfunctional patterns
Allow room for mistakes – mistakes are opportunities for learning
Learning arenas
Feedback
Evaluations
To facilitate a learning process, the organisation can use a tool called “the
learning wheel”. It starts with planning, and then moves to implementation,
reflection and discussion. Corrections should be made based on reflection and
new insights. The process continues repeatedly, allowing improvements to be
made when needed.

1. Planning

2. Action

4. Reaction 3. Reflection

22

3.3 Trust and accountability
Trust and accountability go hand-in-hand, and they complement each other.
Trust - the “glue” of an organisation

Tr
u

st

Trust is the glue that binds an organisation and all people related to it together.
Trust doesn’t just happen, but develops as individuals or organisations get to
know each other. We have placed “trust” in the middle of the schematic presentation of the model, as it affects all internal and external interaction. Basically,
trust has to do with a few basic principles. People are trusted when they
Take responsibility for their own actions, and don’t put blame on
others when mistakes are made
Honour their word, doing what they say they’ll do
Behave in a transparent way and share information with those who
need it for their work
Have no hidden agendas
Are willing to learn and welcome constructive feedback
Are listened to, involved and challenged to take responsibility and
shoulder the organisational challenges found at their level
Expect co-workers to do their best
Share the glory of successes
Motivate others
Are courageous and willing to take risks.

23

We can split trust into five dimensions (Schindler and Thomas, 1993):
- Integrity: correspondence between speech and direction
- Competence: professional/technical knowledge and interpersonal
knowledge
- Consistency: predictability, authentic behaviour and consequence
- Loyalty: willingness to stand up for others and support them
- Openness: honest and truthworthy behaviour.

Accountability
Accountability is an important means of developing, maintaining and restoring trust between individuals and/or organisations. Accountability occurs after
trust has being built, which is a result of people or organisations getting to
know each other. Some good ways for building trust and enabling
accountability among individuals or organisations are:
- Information sharing about oneself on a professional or personal level
- Clarification of expectations
- Meeting the deadlines of tasks that were agreed on either verbally or
in written form
- Respect of the organisation’s shared values, systems and regulations
- Participating in regularly scheduled meetings that have been mutually
planned
- Willingness to invest in mutually agreed cooperation processes
involving work sharing, problem solving, conflict solving and
decision making.
An overview of the key words related to the four abilities, the three cross-cutting issues, as well as trust and accountability is found in Appendix 3.
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Organisational
Assessment in
practice
4.1 Preparing the Organisational
Assessment
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When Digni asks for an assessment, before we meet we normally develop a
Terms of Reference (ToR) together with the organisations and partners involved. A ToR is a work description for the facilitator. It is important to clarify
the reasons for undertaking an assessment. When this is clear, it is easier to
determine the scope, the focus, who should carry out the assessment, etc.
25

The following questions could help defining the scope of the assessment:
- What is the unit for the assessment - the entire organisation? The 		
national office? The departments?
- What are the main issues to be addressed? Issues relating to legitimacy, objectives and strategy, management, finances, competence,
human resource capacity, partners, or lack of results?
- How much time and resources are available for the process?
- What kind of information and data is required?
- What method of data collection is needed and possible?

Key elements in a ToR:
Introduction
Background
Purpose
Scope
Objective (s)
Method (s) and tool (s)
Team
Report
Timeline (overall)
Expectations related to the report
(language, number of pages, audience, form)
Schedule of the workshop

Before starting an
assessment, it is important to identify who
should be involved and
what roles and interests they have in the
process. Then several
questions must be clarified in due time before
the assessment: Who
should lead the coordination of the organisational assessment?
Who oversees the ToR?
Who is responsible for
providing which kind
of documents? Who is
responsible for transport and for the practicalities at the site, and
who will pay for the
different parts of the
assessment?

When Digni conducts or asks for an organisational assessment, most of the
time it involves an external facilitator or a facilitating team, as previously
mentioned. The facilitator should be qualified as a process consultant, familiar
with organisational dynamics and entrusted and accepted by the organisations involved. The facilitator should speak and understand the language of
the people participating. The facilitator should have no personal interests in,
or background from, the organisation concerned. Furthermore, he/she should
be impartial, have a distance to internal alliances and old conflicts, can take a
“fresh look”, focus on opportunities where others only see problems and can
ask challenging questions. The purpose of the assessment will determine who
should be the facilitator, or who should be part of the team.
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Document review, site visits, interviews, group discussions and surveys are
some of the most common methods used for organisational assessments.
Using more than one data source can help identify discrepancies between what
people say and what people do, as well as between what the organisation is and

what it ought to be. The tool presented in this booklet forms the basis for how
Digni conducts its organisational assessments. However, it should be tailored
for each assessment.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Presenting

Follow up

Follow up

Sunday

1.
2.

It is important that all people or organisations involved in the process have a
common understanding of what to expect and when. Therefore, it is practical for all parts to have a timeline. It will be part of the plan for the assessment
and mentioned in the ToR. A timeline could include the date for the following
activities:
- Assignment of facilitator/team
- Contract signing by the facilitator/team
- Preparation of the work by the team leader (assessment plan,
document collection, consultations with resource persons and initial
document review)
- Desk/document review
- Field work preparation
- Field visit
- Workshop schedule
- Report writing, submission of draft, draft assessment, incorporation
of comments and inputs from stakeholders, submission of final
report.
A reflection on how following up the recommendations of the assessment
should also be done before starting the assessment (Chapter 4.3. Following up
the organisational assessment).
Finally, establishing trust and an open working relationship is very important
in an assessment process. The reason is that it is a critical learning process, and
it involves both risks and opportunities. Some areas of the assessment might
hurt and create tension. For learning and development to take place, the
organisations involved must be open to critical reflection, other arguments
than their own, and even criticism from peers and partners. If the climate is not
open and the organisation is resisting change, the frustrations and mistrust that
are likely to emerge will become bottlenecks to growth and development. It is
also important to note that there might be cases where internal conflicts are so
strong that a participatory assessment process is impossible, or at least difficult
to carry out.
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4.2 Conducting the Organisational
Assessment
Local ownership to the assessment and its results are crucial if an assessment
shall bring about positive changes to the organisation. Most of the time, ownership develops when the staff members feel involved, listened to and respected.
If they are involved and have a sense that they are heard, then they will feel
more ownership to the results, and have a stronger loyalty and commitment to
the future process.

Therefore, the assessment should be carried out in a participatory manner.
Transparency and a safe environment are crucial for the assessment so that
every participant dares to speak out what is on his or her mind. So, an assessment should always start with an introductory session where all participants
receive information on why the assessment takes place, how it will be organised, how and when results will be presented to the participants (and to the rest
of the organisation) and an encouragement to follow up on the results of the
assessment process.
The facilitator is strongly recommended to carry out the assessment with integrity, transparency, and with no hidden agenda. Furthermore, the facilitator
should avoid judgment, be prepared for the unexpected and be sensitive to the
culture.
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At the time of the assessment, the participants have already received the program for the workshop because it had already been sent to them together with
the Terms of Reference. The time needed for an organisational assessment

varies from two to ten days, depending on the size of the scope and number of
participants. For example, if competence building on organisation and leadership is part of the work, and there is a need to establish a common language
and common understanding on what is happening, as many as ten days may be
needed.
The program for the organisational assessment could look like this:
Welcome and presentation of both facilitator and participants.
Establishing ground rules: Presentation of the program for the workshop and agreement on ground rules during the workshop such as
time keeping, breaks, meals, attitudes etc.
Voicing expectations from the participants. What do they expect
from the workshop?
Presentation and confirmation of workshop objectives. Clarification
of any misunderstandings.
Presentation of the model (the abilities) and the assessment forms.
The facilitator presents the abilities model and how it will be used
during the workshop.
Individual assessments for individual preparation and reflection.
Each participant should fill in the form in Appendix 1 and hand in
to the facilitator.
Group work based on the outline of Appendix 2. Group presentation
in plenum.
Presentation of the main findings and conclusions. Make sure that
the participants are given the opportunity to give feedback on any
misunderstandings. The final report should not include any surprises that differ from what had already been presented.

Conducting the Assessment
There are two forms attached to this booklet:
- Appendix 1 Individual self-assessment form
- Appendix 2 Group discussions form.
Attachment 1 is a form that the participants should fill in individually before
the group discussions. The process of filling in Appendix 1 will allow a selfreflection that will make the group discussion more effective. If possible, the
form could be handed in to the facilitator anonymously. The total overview of
the answers could give the facilitator important information on the areas that
need greater attention during the assessment.
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A further process could be organised as a combination of group works and plenary discussions based on the statements in Appendix 2. Participants will then
be organised in groups where the statements will be discussed and answered.
Usually an assessment deals with 10 – 15 people, sometimes more. Each group
should be formed of 4 or 5 persons to ensure the participation of each person.
If the groups are too large, some participants will remain silent. After a discussion on a specific area, the groups should report back in plenary. The rest of the
participants will then be given the opportunity to give feedback on how they
see the situation related to the points discussed.
After the group discussion,
the facilitator may feel that
there are some points that
need clarification. In that
case, the facilitator may conduct some interviews of key
persons or organise further
focused group discussion.
This can be organised already
before or during the workshop, depending on the need.
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These tools may be useful:
A copy of the Organisational
Assessment tool for each
participant
Flipcharts/blackboard
Masking tape
Felt pens to write

Note that tools tend to focus
Notebooks
on competencies and not on
organisational character. We
usually ask: “Does the organisation have a strategic plan?” rather than investigate whether people experience the strategy as clear, focused, followed or even appropriate. But much of

how an organisation behaves is determined by intangible factors such as relationships, integrity, trust and how they implement the content of the different
documents. Therefore, we have tried to not only focus on whether the organisation has or not has appropriate documents, systems and procedures. We also
want to know how these are understood and implemented.
In addition to the topics raised in Appendix 2, the participants should also
spend some time in developing some ground rules for communication and
cooperation within the assessment group and within the organisation. Each
participant should then reflect on the following statements and write some
principles that the person would like to be part of the organisational culture:
- I would like to work in an office where…
- To achieve this in our organisation, we should start do more of…
- And we should stop doing/do less of…
After having reflected on these statements on an individual level, the participants could discuss and agree on which principles they would like to see practiced in the organisation. Only principles that all agree to should be accepted.
When all the discussions and interviews are done, the facilitator (or the team)
usually needs some time to aggregate the main findings.

I would like to work in
an office where...

To achieve this,
we should start
to do more of...
And we should stop
doing/do less of...

Presenting main findings and conclusions
At the final session, where all the participants should be present, the facilitator
will present the findings, the conclusions and the recommendations. The participants should then be given the space and time needed for feedback to give
the facilitator the opportunity to correct possible misunderstandings. During
the last session, the facilitator should also tell the participants when the organisation can expect to receive the report.
Normally, the facilitator sends the draft report to the organisation for feedback
before submitting the final report.
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4.3 Following up the Organisational
Assessment
Usually an organisational assessment is a first step towards a smaller or wider
change process. That can be a longer organisational development process or a
competence and capacity development program. The fact that the assessment
is being carried out creates expectations among the parts involved. If nothing happens after the assessment, some of the people who contributed to the
process may feel cheated and will not easily participate again in the future.
Therefore, by the time the assessment starts, one should be ready to follow up
with planning and implementing change process of competence and capacity
building if necessary.

$

Followup work

Sometimes, following up the recommendations requires capacity in terms of
time, finances, materials and human resources. It is often advisable to continue
directly from assessment to planning in the same workshop. Therefore, it is
wise to be prepared for the practical implication of the assessment and clarify
who is responsible for the different areas to follow up, both in terms of implementation and finances. Usually, one of the critical issues for following up on
recommendations is a budget for the work. Recommendations are often not
followed up because there was no budget set aside for this.
The following questions could be useful for the preparation of the follow up:
If the current situation is like what we have discovered these days,
which issues should the organisation prioritise in the continuation?
What is required from external stakeholders, what are wishes?
Who should provide the resources needed to carry out the changes?
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Who is responsible for the future steps?
Some conditions that enhance the utilisation of the results of the assessment
are when:
The purpose and benefits are clear to all the people involved
The focus is on learning rather than on accountability
Internal leadership is identified to champion the process and results
The organisational culture supports use of positive and negative
feedback in planning and managing change
Key persons are involved in the assessment process
The persons involved consider the process as relevant, credible,
transparent, of high quality, and with reliable findings
The facilitator or the facilitating team can communicate the purpose,
their approach, and the results to the leadership, senior staff and
board members
The report is shared at an opportune time within the planning
period of the organisation
There is a process in place and resources allocated to implement and
follow-up on the recommendations
Recommendations are clear, realistic and feasible.
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Appendix:
Practical Tools
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Appendix 1: Preparation - Individual selfassessment form
There are two forms attached to this booklet: Appendix 1 Individual self-assessment form and Appendix 2 Group discussions form. They are built on “the
abilities model” and presents statements linked to the elements in the different
abilities and the cross-cutting issues.
This form, Appendix 1 Individual self-assessment form, should be filled in
individually by each participant before the group discussions. The process of
filling in this form will allow a self-reflection that will make the group discussion more effective.

As a preparation for the group discussions, each participant is asked to fill in
the form and hand it in to the facilitator anonymously.
You are asked to look at each statement in this form and rate to what extent you
agree to the statement or not. Please use the following key and tick off:
1 Strongly disagree
2 Disagree
3 Sometimes agree/sometimes disagree
4 Agree
5 Strongly agree
6 Don’t know
If the statement is outside of your scope of work, you can tick off “Don’t know”.
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The four abilities
1. Ability to be
1.1 Identity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

a) Purpose – What the organisation wants to achieve
The purpose and vision (direction) for the organisation are clear
Staff members identify with and respect the purpose of the
organisation
There is no need to change the overall direction of the organisation
b) Values – What the organisation believes in
The staff members know and understand the organisation’s values
and beliefs
The staff is committed to the organisation’s values and beliefs
c) Strategy
The organisation has a strategy that helps clarifying priorities
(what to do, what not to do)
The strategy is formulated in line with the purpose, vision and
values of the organisation
All staff members understand and implement the strategy in line
with the purpose, vision and values of the organisation
The staff members have participated in developing the strategy
within their own field of work
Partners have been included in the development of the strategy
There are certain things that only this organisation can do

1.2 Governance

12 The organisation has a clearly documented and legal
constitution/statute

13 The organisation has a representative National Assembly which
assembles regularly

14 The organisation has a Board which meets regularly
15 The organisation has a Board which gives clear aim, direction,
16
17
18
19
20
21

strategies and support
Election of the Board members is done in a transparent way
The Board members include both men and women
The roles and responsibilities of the Board are clearly defined
The Board members are competent and give priority to the work of
the Board
Minutes from the Board meetings are available to the employees
The employees are informed on relevant decisions made by the
Board

1.3 Leadership
22 The organisation has a clearly defined recruiting procedure of a top
leader

23 The criteria for selection of a top leader are in line with the

organisation’s purpose, values and strategy
24 The roles and responsibilities of the Board and the top leader are
clearly defined and divided

2. Ability to organise
2.1 Human resources

The organisation has a proven capability to:

25 26 27 28 -

Recruit staff members in line with its purpose, values and
strategy, tasks and responsibilities
Ensure that the staff is composed of both men and women
Regularly train and upgrade the skills of staff
Follow up staff regularly

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 -

Ensure that all staff members have job descriptions and
contract
Have a Human Resource strategy that takes into consideration
leadership competence and succession planning
Provide satisfactory incentives and compensations
Avoid a high turnover among staff
Attract people with relevant technical skills for implementing
its strategy
Attract people with good managerial and administrative skills
Handle and solve conflicts in a transparent and functional
manner

2.2 Systems and procedures

The organisation has a proven capacity to:

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 -

Have an organisational structure with clear division of
responsibilities at all levels of operation
Adjust the structure and system of roles and responsibilities
when needed
Follow its system for human resource management, which is in
line with national regulations and laws
Have effective financial management and accounting systems
in place, including an adequate accounting software
Have systems and procedures for preventing, revealing and
handling financial irregularities and corruption
Have systems and procedures for preventing, revealing and
handling non-financial mismanagement (misuse of power, any
kind of harassment, etc.)
Have effective material management systems in place
Secure good quality of the work and the results through well
documented systems and routines
Involve the staff members in planning, budgeting and reporting
processes
Set realistic priorities and plans
Monitor and evaluate on the activities in a documented
systematic way
Evaluate and learn from successes and mistakes, and make
appropriate change accordingly
Establish effective channels of communication internally
Establish effective channels of communication with partners
Identify and plan new projects in due time and in a functional
way
Include the partners in the planning and implementation phase
of new projects
Have good systems for empowering target groups
Have good systems for risk analysis that ensure a good
allocation and management of resources
Have good conflict resolution mechanisms, both for internal
and external purposes

2.3 Financial and material resources

55 The budget is large enough to allow the organisation to fulfill its
56
57
58
59
60

obligations
Employees receive salary on time
Pension scheme is functioning well
Funding of the organisation’s activities is stable and predictable
Buildings and internal services are adequate (water, electricity etc)
Building and equipment maintenance are well taken care of

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

The following stakeholders respect and have confidence in the
organisation:
- Employees in the organisation
- Members of the organisation (if applicable)
- Target groups related to project activities
- Other organisations (national and/or international)
- Politicians
- Government officials
- Embassies
- Back donors (like Digni)

69
70
71
72

3. Ability to relate
3.1 Standing – Respect and confidence

3.2 Network and co-operations

The organisation works effectively with other local organisations
The cooperation with international partners functions well
The cooperation with the projects’ target groups functions well
The organisation has a partnership strategy (The organisation uses
a consistent and systematic approach to identify and initiate
potential relationships)
73 Partnership alliances are in line with the partnership strategy of the
organisation
74 The organisation regularly reviews and renegotiates the existing
portfolio of relationships

3.3 External expectations and pressures

75 The organisation has recently been involved in new areas of work
76 The organisation can respond to new needs that are in line with its
strategy and vision for the work
77 The organisation analyses the role of partners and discuss issues
with the partners regularly
78 The organisation carries out risk assessments regularly
The following factors influence the work of the organisation:

79 - The government’s NGO laws and regulations, etc.
80 - The national political environment
81 - Donor policies or preferences
4. Ability to do
4.1 Relevance
82 The organisation’s objectives are in line with the target group’s

requirements and country needs
83 The target groups perceive the support of the organisation to be
relevant and beneficial

84 Most of the work undertaken is making a difference and addressing
identified problems
85 The organisation’s objectives are in line with the partner and donor
policies
86 Partners perceive the support from the organisation to its target
group to be relevant and beneficial

87
88
89
90

4.2 Effectiveness

All planned activities during the year are successfully completed
The work regularly achieves specific objectives
Success indicators and baselines are established
The organisation is monitoring the effects of its competence and
capacity building efforts in a regular manner
91 The organisation contributes in strengthening knowledge, learning
and capacity among partners
92 The organisation is contributing to building civil society in its
country
93 The organisation’s successes are references for other similar
organisations

4.3 Efficiency (cost-effectiveness)

94 The organisation takes into consideration the energy, efforts,
money and time in achieving desired results

4.4 Sustainability

95 The organisation depends on external donor support for its
96
97
98
99
100
101

administrative work
Members are contributing at least 50% of the running budget of the
organisation
The organisation generates and increases the level of domestic
financial support
The organisation can sustain its activities without outside financial
support
The organisation is mobilising, using and strengthening local
expertise and resources
Project activities go beyond the time of external funding
Project results last after the projects are closed

The three cross-cutting issues
Leadership

The current leadership has a proven capacity to:
102

109

-

110

-

103
104
105
106
107
108

Set priorities and provide clear direction for the organisation
Direct, motivate, develop and manage staff
Be a good spokesperson on behalf of the organisation
Make decisions in a timely manner
Implement decisions
Secure a learning culture in the organisation
Handle internal conflicts well
Delegate work and involve staff and members in decision
making processes
Be transparent and share information with their co-workers

111

-

Enable the staff to give feedback (positive and negative) to the
leaders

Communication
Technical means of communication

The organisation has access to sufficient means of communication
(internet, postal letters, telephone etc)
113 The organisation can receive and send important information
concerning the work without any problem
112

Public relations

The organisation knows how to conduct and engage in public
relations
115 The organisation knows how to work collaboratively with media
116 Information about the organisation’s activities is available to others
114

117
118
119
120
121

Communication between co-workers and with partners

The communication between co-workers within the organisation is
good
The communication with partners functions well, both ways
The communication with target groups functions well
The communication with the government functions well
The information from the partners is understandable

Ability to learn

The organisation has a culture and mechanisms of learning
The mechanism for reflection, learning and sharing of learning are
being used by individuals and teams
124 “Mistakes” are allowed and learnt from. Discussion and
questioning are actively sought
125 Innovative approaches to work are actively encouraged and
happening frequently
126 Processes are in place to ensure shared learning on new approaches
122
123

Trust and accountability
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

The organisation has a clear ethical guideline and a code of
conduct
The leaders are committed to the organisation’s values and ethical
guideline/code of conduct
The staff members are committed to the organisation’s values and
ethical guideline/code of conduct
The leaders and staff members do what they say
The leaders stand up for the staff
The staff members stand up for the leaders
The staff members stand up for one another
The organisation has a safe environment that enables leaders and
staff members to share successes, challenges and mistakes
Partnership agreements are developed and signed with all partners
The organisation fulfills its responsibilities mentioned in the
partnership agreements
The organisation maintains stable relations with its donors

Appendix 2: Group discussion form
There are two forms attached to this booklet: Appendix 1 Individual selfassessment form and Appendix 2 Group discussions form. They are based on
“the abilities model” and present statements linked to the elements in the different abilities and the cross-cutting issues.
This form, Appendix 2 Group discussion form, will allow the groups to discuss
different aspects of the organisation in a dynamic and systematic way. The participants are expected to have filled in Appendix 1 Individual self-assessment
form and have handed it in to the facilitator anonymously before moving forward to this step.
The participants in the assessment will be organised in groups of 4 or 5 people.
The groups will be asked to discuss and answer the different statements and
keywords presented in the next pages. This form contains three parts:
- Part 1: Statements for group discussion
- Part 2: Suggestions for improvements
- Part 3: Identification of three areas that need immediate intervention
		
and change.
There are different ways of doing the discussion. According to our experience,
using statements and keywords structures the discussion related to the actual
functioning of the organisation in a functional way. Still based on the four
abilities framework, some of the elements are subdivided even further. With
inspiration from the SWOT analysis method, the discussions should focus on
one element or key word at a time. The groups are asked to systematically go
through the ability model and carefully identify Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats related to each specific area.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Threats

Opportunities
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The word “leadership” usually poses some challenges to a number of individuals. In this exercise, we consider the leadership at two levels; the top leadership and the leader of each participant. In this way, the focus of the discussion
could be on how the top leadership is functioning, at the same time as it will be
possible to raise comments on leaders on other levels in the organisation.

Part 1 - Statements for group discussion
1 - Ability to be
Ability
to be

Identity
The purpose, the vision (direction) and values of
the organisation are clear
The leadership and the other employees identify
with the purpose, the vision (direction) and values
of the organisation

The organisation communicates and practices the values of the organisation both internally and towards the outside world
The strategy of the organisation is clear and understood
Governance
The organisation has constitution/statutes/by-laws where the overall aims
and goals, values, and overall decision-making structures are clear and
understood
The rules concerning the selection of delegates to the General Assembly,
and the criteria for selection of Board members, etc., are clearly defined
The Board clarifies overall aims
The Board is competent
The employees are informed on important decisions made by the Board
Leadership
The organisation has a clearly defined recruiting procedure of a top leader
The criteria for selection of a top leader are in line with the organisation’s
purpose, values and strategy
There is clear division of roles and responsibilities between Board and
leadership
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2 - Ability to organise
Ability
to organise

Human resources
The organisation recruits the right people for the
right positions
The organisation provides regular relevant training
for the staff

The organisation follows up staff in a systematic way
Job descriptions are worked out, and all employees know what is expected
from them
The organisation ensures that the staff is composed by both men and
women
The organisation provides a satisfactory level of salary and other incentives and compensations
The organisation handles conflicts in a transparent and functional way
People enjoy working in the organisation, and there is little loss of competent personnel
Structure and systems
The organisational structure is functional and relevant for the work of the
organisation
Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined between levels and between
positions
The organisation sets realistic plans
The organisation works according to the plans set
The organisation has good systems for
-

Decision-making processes
Human resource management
Material resource management
Financial management and accounting
Preventing, exposing and handling financial irregularities and
corruption
- Preventing, exposing and handling non-financial mismanage
ment (misuse of power, harrasment, nepotism, etc.)
- Planning, budgeting and reporting which is clearly documented
- Involving the staff in planning, budgeting and reporting
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- Monitoring and evaluation
- Learning from successes and mistakes, and implementing changes
accordingly
- Identifying plans for new projects in due time and in a functional way
- Including partners in the planning and implementation of new
projects
- Information sharing internally and externally
- Risk analysis
- Conflict resolution mechanisms, for internal and external possible
cases
The organisation evaluates internal systems and adjusts these when
necessary

Financial and material resource management
The budget is large enough to allow the organisation to do its work
Employees receive salary in time
There is a well-functioning pension system in place
Funding of the work is stable and predictable
The organisation is generating increasing levels of financial support from
members (if applicable)
The organisation is working to avoid financial dependency
Buildings and equipment of various sorts are in good condition
Buildings and equipment are relevant and support the work
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3 - The ability to relate
Ability
to relate

Standing - Respect and confidence
The following groups respect and trust the organisation

-

Employees
Members (if applicable)
People on the street
Other organisations
The official government bodies (local or national authorities,
politicians (if applicable)
- Embassies
- Partners
- Back donors, etc.
Network and co-operations
The organisation chooses networks and partners in line with its own
strategies
The cooperation with the target groups works well
The cooperation with the partners functions well
The cooperation with the government functions well
External expectations and pressures
The organisation responds well to challenges related to its identity and
vision
The organisation makes analysis of the role, expectations and pressures
from partners and government in a good way
The organisation is able to respond to new requirements from backdonors within a reasonable time
External financial support directs the work of the organisation
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4 - The ability to do
Ability
to do

Relevance and outcome
Objectives are in line with organisational identity and needs among the target group(s)

Staff members see the organisations work to be relevant and beneficial
Members perceive the work of the organisation to be relevant and
beneficial
Partners and other stakeholders perceive the work to be relevant and
beneficial
There are certain things that only this organisation can do in this
context and area
Efficiency
The organisation uses its resources in a functional way
The organisation operates at low cost and manages to deliver quality
results
The organisation’s focus on minimizing the costs has a negative impact
on the results of the projects
Effectiveness
The organisation is able to reach its goals
The organisation monitors the effects of the work using baseline information that is linked to outcome/impact indicators
The organisation learns and makes necessary changes based on experience
The organisation shares learning with other similar organisations
The organisation is contributing to building civil society in its own
country
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Sustainability
The organisation is independent on external financial support for its
administrative work
Members are contributing at least 50% of the operating budget of the
organisation
The results of the organisation’s interventions go beyond the project
periods
The organisation is mobilising, using, and strengthening local competencies and other resources in the project areas
The organisation is making a difference both in the project and in the
greater society

Cross-cutting issues
Leadership
The leadership sets priorities and provides direction for the organisation
The leadership motivates the staff
The leadership is competent
The leadership involves, delegates and invites both negative and positive
feedback
The leadership promotes a learning culture within the organisation
The leadership develops co-workers
The leadership is transparent and shares information
The leadership handles internal conflicts in a good way
Communication
Communication in technical tarms
The organisation has access to sufficient means of communication
(internet, email, telephone etc)
The organisation receives and sends important information concerning the work without any problem
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Communication between co-workers
Internal working communication is good and promotes team
work and cooperation
Staff members give positive and negative feedback to leaders
The leadership is happy to work in this organisation
Staff members are happy to work in the organisation
Public relations
The organisation knows how to conduct and engage in public
relations
The organisation works collaboratively with the media
Information about the organisation’s activities is available to
others
Learning
The organisation has a culture of discussion and learning
Mechanisms for reflection, sharing and learning from experience
are in place and are being used by individuals and teams
It is possible to make “mistakes” and not be punished for it.
Instead, the mistakes become sources of learning
Learning from experimentation are supported by the leadership
Innovative approaches to work are actively encouraged
Trust and accountability
The organisation has an ethical guideline/code of conduct that the
staff understand
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Leaders and staff members are committed to the organisation’s
values and ethical guidelines/code of conduct

Leaders and staff members take responsibility for their own
actions, and don’t put blame on others when mistakes are made
Honour their word, doing what they say they’ll do
Leaders and staff members behave in a transparent way and share
information with those who need it for their work
Leaders and staff members clarify expectations to avoid misunderstandings
Leaders and staff members fulfill agreed responsibilities on time
(the agreement can have been made orally or documented)
Leaders and staff members have a willingness to invest in
mutually agreed cooperation processes involving work sharing,
problem solving, conflict solving and decision making
The organisation fulfills its responsibilities mentioned in the partnership agreements

Part 2 - Suggestions for improvement
St
a

rt

St
op

Stop
d

do

ing

oing

do

ing

Improvement
of the
organisation

Star
t

doin

g

Stop
d

oing

Start doing

What suggestions do you have for improving the running of the organisation?
If the organisation is going to improve, what issues/things do you have to start
doing? – and what do you have to stop doing? Your proposals may be linked to
the abilities and the cross-cutting issues, or it may be other suggestions.
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Part 3 - Identification of three major challenges that
need immediate attention

3 major challenges:

1. ..............................
2. ..............................
3. ..............................
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List up three major challenges
which you think the organisation/the Board/the leadership/the
employees must do something
about now. Unless something is
done immediately to solve these
challenges, the running of the
organisation will be severely
damaged.

Appendix 3: An overview of the elements in
the abilities model
ABILITIES

ABILITY
TO BE

1.

ELEMENTS
Identity

•

2.

Governance

•
•
•
•
•

3.

Leadership

•
•
•

ABILITY
TO

4.

Human
resources

•
•
•

5.

Systems and
procedures

•
•
•

6.

Material and
financial
resources

•
•
•

ORGANISE

7.
ABILITY
TO
RELATE

Legitimacy and
trust
8. Network and
alliances
9. External
expectations
10. Effectiveness

ABILITY
TO DO

11. Relevance
12. Sustainability

Leadership

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CommuniCommunicat
cation
ion
Learning

•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFINITIONS
Purpose, long-term vision – What the organisation wants to
achieve
Values – what drives the members and organisation
Strategy – the individual identity of the organisation
The legal basis, charter or by-laws
The system of constituency – or level of member ownership
The Board – role and functions
The recruitment procedures - reflect the values of the
organisation
The criteria for the selection of the leader
The responsibility allocation between the Board and the daily
leadership
The capability to recruit
The ability to maintain the staff
The capability to train, compensate and develop the staff’s
technical and managerial skills and attitude
attitudesaccording
accordingtototheir
theirand
roles
and responsibilities
role
responsibility
Structure
Power allocation
The capability to plan, implement, manage and evaluate
programs
The ability to secure sufficient financial support
The financial management system
The ability to secure sufficient material infrastructure and
maintain them
The extent to which internal and external stakeholders respect
and have confidence in the organisation
The quality and effectiveness of links with national and
international partners
The level and type of response to external demands and
expectations/pressure
To what extent the organisation meets its short and long-term
objectives
To what extent activities are perceived as relevant
The extent to which the organisation is able to sustain its
activities without external financial support

•

Additional themes
Competence
Skills
Attitudes
Technical means of communication
Public relations
Communication between co-workers and with partners
Learning culture
Learning which is about doing a specific activity in a good or in a better way (doing
things right)
Learning which is about asking whether the organisation or the staff do the right thing

•
•

Trust and accountability
At individual level – Commitment to the ethical guidelines / code of conduct
At organisational level – Commitment to the Partnership agreement

Glossary

Assessment
Basic value
Capacity
Competence
Coordination
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Empower
Evaluation
Facilitator

Feedback
Follow up
Indicator
Impact
Input
Leadership
Leadership development
Learning

Learning
organisation/church
Method

thorough evaluation
programme
To make a throughout
evaluationofofa project,
a project,
programmeoror
an organisation based on a given terms of reference
The “distinctive” that is unique and that distinguishes the
organisation from
organisations
fromothers
others.
The total ability of an individual, a project or organisation to
perform
The technical knowledge, understanding and skills within a
given area or work
To harmonise a totality of inputs into one or several organised
outputs
The ability to do the right things based on given goals and
strategies
The ability to do the activities in a cost-effective way related
to all sorts of resources
To give somebody the power to act
A thorough scrutiny of an activity or project to see if it
matches the plans put forward
A person who is in charge of the technical organisation and
implementation of some work where several people and/or
groups are involved
A constructive response to a given action, plan or report
Monitoring and taking the necessary action to bring the
project back on track in case changes are needed
A sub-boal,
that indicates if the activities of a process lead in
g
the right direction towards the goal
The key effect of the outcome of a process
Resources put in a process
The people assigned to leadership positions in an organisation
A process of developing competence, skills and attitudes
among leaders
The analysis of experiences and results to see if there are
better ways of organising or running the work to reach the
goals. It is the actual changes in behavior that show if learning
has taken place or not
An organisation, which includes learning as part of the
organisational functioning and where learnin
learninggis
is part
part of
of the
organisational culture
Defines a specific procedure for accomplishing something.
The method indicates the various steps, such as the how,
when, and by whom, of the procedure

Monitoring

Network
Organisation
Organisational assessment

Organisational
development
Organisational structure
Organisational culture

Organisational identity

Outcome
Output
Process
Purpose of an organisation

Relevance
Strategies

Sustainability

Terms of reference (TOR)
Tool
Values

The act of collecting information and having an overview
about the development of a project or process. It is used to see
if the project is moving forward according to the plan, and if
its activities are taking the organisation, or project, torwards
wards
its planned goals
A group of people who meet regularly for a common purpose
A group of people, organised to work towards a common goal
All systematic processes which are used to assess the
performance, competence and capacity of an organisation and
find ways to increase its efficiency and effectiveness
A planned process that brings about purposeful change in an
organisation
The way that an organisation arranges people
peopleand
andjobs
taskssosothat
that
its work can be performed and its goals can be met
The values and behaviours that contribute to the unique social
and psychological environment of an organisation. It includes
expectations, experiences, philosophy and values that hold the
organisation together.
Organisational identity usually refers to that which is core,
distinctive, and enduring about the character of an
organisation (purpose and values)
The results of the output from a process
The immediate result of an activity or process
A development over time in which various inputs work
together to produce an output or a result
The fundamental reason why the organisation exists. Workers
within a well-functioning organisation know what they do and
why they do it.
How efficient the result of the project is expected to be when
considering a given goal (do things right)
The broadly defined key approaches the organisation will use
to accomplish its mission and drive toward the vision. Goals
and action plans usually flow from each strategy
Activities or processes that will continue functioning over
time, without the organisation that runs them being dependent
upon external financial or material support.
The given specifications of the work to be done
An instrument used to repair or develop something that is
broken or needs development
Traits or qualities that represent an individual’s highest
priorities and deeply held driving forces. Value statements are
grounded in values and define how people want to behave
with each other in the organisation.
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For an organisation to be relevant, it needs to be in constant change and
development. Does your organisation work in an efficient way? Is there
transparency, good communication, trust, accountability and a clear focus? Are
the leaders and staff supporting each other mutually, and do you resolve
conflicts in a good way?

Digni is now providing “The abilities”, which is a tool for organisational
self-assesment. We guide you through a process where all the employees can
reflect individually, in smaller groups and in plenum to improve the performance
and fulfill the purpose of the organisation.

If you need assistance from Digni during the process, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

